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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am delighted to be here, even more so to be asked to be keynote speaker and talk about the history of data visualization.But beyond that- I worry about imposter syndrome -- I’m not a cartographer, and only an amateur historian of data visualizationI’ve chosen as my theme for today the framework of a personal story of work over many years, but more so, of how a group of friends and colleagues have made my intellectual life far richer



Introducing: me
I wear two hats, both reflected on my license plate:

Statistical graphics developer (categorical & multivariate data analysis)

2mosaic plots for frequency tables HE plots for MANOVA

Yours to discover!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main area in which I worked for many years was developing graphical methods for data analysis and implementing them in accessible software.I’ve worked on what I call “UnVized Problems” – areas in data analysis and statistics where graphical methods were largely lacking.



Introducing: me
History of data visualization: Les Chevaliers; Friendly & Wainer (2021)
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John Snow’s map of cholera  in London, 1854

original modern enhancement

C. J. Minard: Flow maps of cotton trade

Visual explanation: What happened in 
the US Civil War?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But some 25 years ago, I developed a passion for the history of data visualization, as a collector and interpreter



Mosaic plots
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Students in a large statistics 
class were categorized by 
hair color and eye color

Questions:
• Are hair color and eye color associated?
• How to visualize?
• How to understand the pattern (nature) of 

association?

Answer: mosaic displays

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a sense of flavor:A statistical topic I’ve worked is graphical methods for categorical, frequency data, which were largely non-existent when I began ~ 30 years ago.A simple example is mosaic displays for frequency tables and associated analysis using loglinear models.



Mosaic plots
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Area proportional display of frequencies in n-way table
Shaded according to deviation (residual) from independence

Divide unit square ~ V1 
marginal frequencies

Subdivide each ~ V2|V1 
conditional frequencies

Shade ~ residual (dij)
positive:  O > E
negative: O < E
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Visual test for NO association: Mosaic is unshaded
Fit a better model: “clean” the mosaic!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A mosaic plot is simply a visual display of frequencies in a cross-tabulation by one or more variables …In the mosaic display, shading of tiles corresponds to associations not accounted for



Race & 
Crime

Toronto Star investigation of 
racial disparities in treatment 
by Toronto Police Services

FOI request → ½ M arrests, 
1997—2002

Evidence for racial profiling?

Only look at discretionary 
charges:

Simple marijuana possession
Non-moving auto infractions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An application: racial profiling by Toronto police- Began with FOI request in 1995: two years to get data, cost $800- looked at differences in treatment in situations where police have discretion- 5 reporters, two editors, one stats expert, three database specialists, one lawyer



Racial profiling: Analysis graph
• Police actions on a charge of 

simple possession of marijuana
 release with a summons (Form 

9) vs. hold for bail (Show cause)
 Evidence for racial bias?

• First graph: mosaic display
 area ~ frequency
 shading: ~ residual

• Obs > Expected in blue
• Obs < Expected in red
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Released at the scene

Held for bail

White Black

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My initial mosaic plot looked at all skin colors in relation to all ways for police to handle the arrest



Racial profiling: The process
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How to communicate these results most effectively?
• What is the message?  What features are directly comprehensible to the audience?

Graphic designer’s 
early attempts

My early 
attempts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the question, for me and for The Star, was how to best communicate these results to the general public



Racial profiling: Presentation graphic
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Together, we created this (nearly) self-explaining infographic

Title gives the 
main conclusion

Legend gives a layman’s 
description of shading levels

Bar width ~ charges
Divided by % release

Text description 
gives details

numbers shown in 
the cells

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Together we created this (nearly) self-explaining infographicBut it highlights questions of graphic communication I think about for new graphs and historical ones.
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Why study history of 
#datavis?

Recursive mosaic: Distribution of passengers and 
goods from the Paris railways to the rest of France 
[Album, 1884, pl. 11]

Those who don’t know history are 
doomed to plagiarize it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why should we be interested in the history of data visualization?As a developer, I thought I had largely invented the mosaic display, at least in its’ statistical application – but those who don’t know history are doomed to plagiarize it!I was totally floored when, in 1995, Antoine de Falguerolles showed me this amazing plate from the ASG 1884 volume.



Album de Statistique 
Graphique, 1884

Distribution of passengers & goods 
leaving Paris, shown by recursive 
mosaic displays

11Courtesy: David Rumsey, https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/nl72bu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I deal with images all the time, but the immense pleasure of seeing this physical album, with its large fold-out plates was remarkable.One almost has the sense that you could follow a passenger from Paris to her ultimate destination.

https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/nl72bu


Quest for the Albums
• British library, BNF, Library of Congress: just a few copies
• Richard Langdon, U of T Fisher Rare Book Library: check 

out this bookshop, 3 rue des Beaux Arts, Paris
 A complete set: all albums 1879 – 1899!

• Les Chevaliers
 Collective purchase, owned by all, each held “in trust” by one 

member
 “chevaliers”: Foster a spirit of collegial study of history of data 

visualization & thematic cartography
 Conference sessions: RC33 (Cologne, 2000), GFKL (Dortmund, 

2004), JSM (Toronto, 2004), …
 Regular “Chevalier Lunch”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this encounter, I began a search for the Albums…



Les Chevaliers des Albums
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Antony Unwin

Sandra Rendgen

Gilles Palsky

RJ Andrews

Howard Wainer

David Rumsey

Antoine de Falguerolles

Michael Greenacre Stephen Stigler

Ian Spence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The original group of Chevaliers included Antoine, Gilles Palsky, Antony Unwin, … Since then, we’ve invited others to join, in recognition of their interest in the collective inquiry into the history of data visualization.Antoine de Falguerolles passed away this summer. My title and theme for today is partly in his honor, but also to recognize the good fortune I’ve had in working with this group.



Palsky (1996): Chiffres et Cartes
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The first comprehensive treatment of 
quantitative cartography in 19th C 
France
• Dupin: 1st statistical choropleth 

map
• A-M Guerry: social cartography 

(crime, literacy, suicide)
• CJ Minard & engineers of the ENPC
• 1st catalog of Minard’s works
• The “Age of Enthusiasm” and 

Cheysson’s Albums de Statistique 
Graphique

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Around the same time, Antoine introduced me to Gilles, whose dissertation work was just about to be published.Dealing with quantitative cartography in 19th C France, it set a model for me for organizing, and thinking about the history of data visualization.



A whirlwind tour of the history of 
Data Visualization 
• The Milestones Project
• Statistical historiography
• Graphic heroes
• Graphical excellence: Albums de Statistique Graphique

15
Image: RJ Andrews, http://infowetrust.com/history/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll begin the main part of my talk with a whirlwind tour of the history of data visualizationFirst, an overview of my Milestones Project, then a few themes of my work in this history.

http://infowetrust.com/history/
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The Milestones Project

The web site: http://datavis.ca/milestones has an interactive timeline, allowing different kinds of search 

https://datavis.ca/milestones/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this image, I realized that so little of the history of data visualization was known. Works like the Albums de Statistique Graphique were buried in a few national libraries.Over 20 years ago, I created what I call the “Milestones Project,” designed to document all the key developments in this history: images, references, …

http://datavis.ca/milestones
https://datavis.ca/milestones/
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Milestones Project: Goals
• Comprehensive catalog of historical developments in all fields

related to data visualization.
 → Collect representative bibliography, images, cross-references, web 

links, etc.
 → Enable researchers to find/study themes, antecedents, influences, 

patterns, trends, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what is this thing I call the Milestones Project?
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Milestones: Conceptual Overview
• Roots of Data Visualization
 Cartography: map-making, geo-measurement, thematic cartography, 

GIS, geo-visualization
 Statistics: probability theory, distributions, estimation, models, stat-

graphics, stat-vis
 Data: population, economic, social, moral, medical, …
 Visual thinking: geometry, functions, mechanical diagrams, EDA, …
 Technology: printing, lithography, computing…

• How to connect them?
• Understand the innovators --- what were they 

thinking?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What fascinates me about the history of data visualization?It’s the rich interplay among various fields in pursuit of answers to scientific questions and graphic communication.Data visualization has deep roots, which weave in and out of various disciplines.
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Words, numbers and pictures

Modes of communication, as 
composed of words (story), 
numbers (symbols) and 
pictures (images) in different 
proportions

Maps, thematic maps & data graphics in a wider context

e.g., 
Poetry ≈ 60% words + 40% images
Table ≈ 10% words + 80% numbers

+ 10% images
Graph ≈ 10% words + 10% numbers  

+ 80% images

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I dive in,  it is useful to think of our favorite forms of communication in a wider context.Throughout history, ideas and phenomena have been expressed in three different forms – words, numbers and pictures.We can think of different forms of communication in relation to the relative proportions of data, story and pictures entailed in each.The exact proportions are totally fanciful, but meant to link them as variations of communication
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Words, numbers and pictures

Modes of communication 
also vary in beauty & 
aesthetic appeal

Beauty: The 4th dimension

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is another dimension: beauty or aesthetic appealWe can also learn to appreciate works from the history of data vis in terms of beauty
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Milestones Tour: Epochs

Early maps & 
diagrams

Measurement & 
Theory

New graphic 
forms

Modern 
graphics

Modern Dark 
Ages

High-D 
data vis

Re-birth

Golden Age 
of Graphics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In organizing this material, it was useful to divide history into epochs, each of which turned out to be describable by coherent themes and labels.I’ll present only a few exemplars of each. 

http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/milestone/sec4.html


Milestones: Content Overview
Every picture has a story – Rod Stewart

c. 550 BC: The first world map? (Anaximander of Miletus)

1669: First graph of life expectancy(Gaunt's
life table)– Christiaan Huygens.

1701: First isogonic map-
Edmund Haley

1801: Pie chart, circle graph -
William Playfair

1896: Area rectangles to display 
two variables and their product-

Jacques Bertillon

1924: Museum of Social Statistical 
Graphics- Otto Neurath

1991-1996: 
Interactive data 
visualization 
systems (Xgobi, 
ViSta)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some representative images from the Milestones Project.  Every one has a story:  What was the communication goal? What makes it a milestone?How does it relate to other developments?  What were the pre-cursors?



Pre 17th C: Early maps & diagrams
c. 550 BC: The first world 
map? (Anaximander of 
Miletus) 

1375: Catalan Atlas, an 
exquisitely beautiful visual 
cosmography, perpetual 
calendar, and thematic 
representation of the known 
world- Abraham Cresques, 
Spain

1305: Mechanical diagram of 
knowledge- Ramon Llull, 
Spain

1350: Bar graph of 
theoretical function-
Nicholas Oresme, 
France

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, now the tour begins …The earliest seeds of data visualization arose in maps to aid navigation and exploration, and in rudimentary diagrams and tables.



1375: Catalan Atlas, an exquisitely beautiful visual cosmography, perpetual 
calendar, and thematic representation of the known world- Abraham 
Cresques, Majorca, Spain  [BNF: ESP 30]

Western world Eastern world (Marco Polo) Perpetual calendar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One example: The Catalan Atlas, by Abraham Cresques: a visual catalog of world knowledge – visual story telling.Cresques was a master map-maker and builder of clocks, compasses, and other nautical instrumentsTwo parts:Geography--  Western world (Mediterranean basin), Eastern World (China, Far East--- journey of Marco Polo) – depicted with glorious symbologyCosmography – Tide tables, lunar tables, perpetual calendar (Catalan)



1600-1699: Measurement and Theory

1669: First graph of a 
continuous distribution function
(Gaunt's life table)– Christiaan 
Huygens.

1693: First use of areas of rectangles to display 
probabilities of independent binary events-
Edmund Halley, England

1644: First visual representation of statistical data-
M.F. van Langren, Spain

1626: Visual 
representations used to 
chart the changes in 
sunspots over time-
Christopher Scheiner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 17th century witnessed the Scientific Revolution. Featured in this were:Newton’s grand synthesis of the laws of motion and universal gravitation,the rise of analytic geometry, theories of errors of measurement, the birth of probability theory, and the first graphical representations of statistical data. 
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Sunspots: Galileo 

1611: Galileo records movement of sunspots over time (Three 
letters on sunspots, 1613) 

Visual ideas:
•Animated graphic
•“Small multiples”
•Allows comparison
•Self-explaining 
diagram

A+ for info design!

1608: telescope (Hans Lippershey, NL)

1610: Galileo (Sidereus Nuncius)

The idea of diagrams for visualizing phenomena had arrived.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One early graphic success:In late 1609, Galileo constructed one of the first astronomical telescopes and almost immediately made a series of important discoveries -- craters on the moon, a huge number of new stars, observations on the moons of Jupiter, sunspotsHe noticed that the positions of sunspots constantly changed, and wanted to display their movement over time. The result was an early animated graphic, using “small multiples” to allow comparison over time.



1644: First visual representation of statistical data: determination 
of longitude between Toledo and Rome- M. F. van Langren, Spain

Actual distance=16o30’

Estimated distance

range

First statistical graph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is believed to be the first graphic representation of statistical data, by Michael van Langren, a Flemish astronomer to the court of Spain.  It shows all the known estimates of difference in longitude between Toledo and Rome.  What is notable is that he could have presented this information in a table, organized by date, or distance, or provenance, but only a graph shows the wide variation in the estimates.
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What else could he have done?
• What would occur to 

men of his time to 
convey a message to 
the King?

• … he could used a table
have sorted by year to 
establish priority (or 
show change).

Year Name Longitude Where
150 Ptolomeus, C. 27.7 Egypt

1463 Regiomontanus, 25.4 Germany
1530 Lantsbergius, P. 21.1 Belgium
1536 Schonerus, I. 20.8 Germany
1542 Ortonius 26.0 France
1567 Mercator, G. 19.6 Flanders
1567 Clavius, C. 26.5 Germany
1578 Brahe, T. 21.5 Denmark
1582 Maginus, A. 29.8 Italy
1601 Organus, D. 30.1 Germany
1605 Iansonius, G. 17.7 Flanders
1610 Argelius, A. 28.0 Italy

Sorted by Priority

Answers: Who did it when?


longutude

		Sorted by Longitude

		Longitude		Name		Year		Where

		17.7		G. Iansonius		1605		Flanders

		19.6		G. Mercator		1567		Flanders

		20.8		I. Schonerus		1536		Germany

		21.1		P. Lantsbergius		1530		Belgium

		21.5		T. Brahe		1578		Denmark

		25.4		I. Regiomontanus		1463		Germany

		26.0		Orontius		1542		France

		26.5		C. Clavius		1567		Germany

		27.7		C. Ptolomeus		150		Egypt

		28.0		A. Argelius		1610		Italy

		29.8		A. Maginus		1582		Italy

		30.1		D. Organus		1601		Germany





authority

		Sorted by Authority

		Name		Longitude		Year		Where

		Argelius, A.		28.0		1610		Italy

		Brahe, T.		21.5		1578		Denmark

		Clavius, C.		26.5		1567		Germany

		Iansonius, G.		17.7		1605		Flanders

		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		1530		Belgium

		Maginus, A.		29.8		1582		Italy

		Mercator, G.		19.6		1567		Flanders

		Organus, D.		30.1		1601		Germany

		Orontius		26.0		1542		France

		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		150		Egypt

		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		1463		Germany

		Schonerus, I.		20.8		1536		Germany





priority

		Sorted by Priority

		Year		Name		Longitude		Where

		150		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		Egypt

		1463		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		Germany

		1530		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		Belgium

		1536		Schonerus, I.		20.8		Germany

		1542		Ortonius		26.0		France

		1567		Mercator, G.		19.6		Flanders

		1567		Clavius, C.		26.5		Germany

		1578		Brahe, T.		21.5		Denmark

		1582		Maginus, A.		29.8		Italy

		1601		Organus, D.		30.1		Germany

		1605		Iansonius, G.		17.7		Flanders

		1610		Argelius, A.		28.0		Italy





langrent

		Langren data: sorted by Longitude

		Longitude		name		Year		where

		17.7		G. Ianfonius		1501		Flanders

		19.6		G. Mercator		1567		Flanders

		20.8		I. Schonerus		1536		Germany

		21.1		P. Lantsbergius		1530		Belgium

		21.5		T. Brahe		1578		Denmark

		25.4		I. Regiomontanus		1471		Germany

		26		Orontius		1542		France

		26.5		C. Clavius		1567		Germany

		27.7		C. Ptolomeus		150		Egypt

		28		A. Argelius		1541		Italy

		29.8		A. Maginus		1582		Italy

		30.1		D. Organus		1601		Germany

		Sorted by Longitude

		Name		Longitude		Year		where

		Ianfonius, G.		17.7		1501		Flanders

		Mercator, G.		19.6		1567		Flanders

		Schonerus, I.		20.8		1536		Germany

		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		1530		Belgium

		Brahe, T.		21.5		1578		Denmark

		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		1471		Germany

		Orontius		26		1542		France

		Clavius, C.		26.5		1567		Germany

		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		150		Egypt

		Argelius, A.		28		1541		Italy

		Maginus, A.		29.8		1582		Italy

		Organus, D.		30.1		1601		Germany

		Sorted by Priority

		Year		Name		Longitude		where

		150		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		Egypt

		1471		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		Germany

		1501		Ianfonius, G.		17.7		Flanders

		1530		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		Belgium

		1536		Schonerus, I.		20.8		Germany

		1541		Argelius, A.		28		Italy

		1542		Orontius		26		France

		1567		Mercator, G.		19.6		Flanders

		1567		Clavius, C.		26.5		Germany

		1578		Brahe, T.		21.5		Denmark

		1582		Maginus, A.		29.8		Italy

		1601		Organus, D.		30.1		Germany
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Longitude Name Year Where
17.7 G. Iansonius 1605 Flanders
19.6 G. Mercator 1567 Flanders
20.8 I. Schonerus 1536 Germany
21.1 P. Lantsbergius 1530 Belgium
21.5 T. Brahe 1578 Denmark
25.4 I. Regiomontanus 1463 Germany
26.0 Orontius 1542 France
26.5 C. Clavius 1567 Germany
27.7 C. Ptolomeus 150 Egypt
28.0 A. Argelius 1610 Italy
29.8 A. Maginus 1582 Italy
30.1 D. Organus 1601 Germany

Sorted by Longitude

       Name   Longitude     Year Where
Argelius, A. 28.0 1610 Italy
Brahe, T. 21.5 1578 Denmark
Clavius, C. 26.5 1567 Germany
Iansonius, G. 17.7 1605 Flanders
Lantsbergius, P. 21.1 1530 Belgium
Maginus, A. 29.8 1582 Italy
Mercator, G. 19.6 1567 Flanders
Organus, D. 30.1 1601 Germany
Orontius 26.0 1542 France
Ptolomeus, C. 27.7 150 Egypt
Regiomontanus, I. 25.4 1463 Germany
Schonerus, I. 20.8 1536 Germany

Sorted by Authority

•… he could have sorted by 
name, to show authority. 

•… he could have sorted by 
longitude, to show the 
range. 

Answers: How much did they vary?

Answers: What did XXX say?


longutude

		Sorted by Longitude

		Longitude		Name		Year		Where

		17.7		G. Iansonius		1605		Flanders

		19.6		G. Mercator		1567		Flanders

		20.8		I. Schonerus		1536		Germany

		21.1		P. Lantsbergius		1530		Belgium

		21.5		T. Brahe		1578		Denmark

		25.4		I. Regiomontanus		1463		Germany

		26.0		Orontius		1542		France

		26.5		C. Clavius		1567		Germany

		27.7		C. Ptolomeus		150		Egypt

		28.0		A. Argelius		1610		Italy

		29.8		A. Maginus		1582		Italy

		30.1		D. Organus		1601		Germany





authority

		Sorted by Authority

		Name		Longitude		Year		Where

		Argelius, A.		28.0		1610		Italy

		Brahe, T.		21.5		1578		Denmark

		Clavius, C.		26.5		1567		Germany

		Iansonius, G.		17.7		1605		Flanders

		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		1530		Belgium

		Maginus, A.		29.8		1582		Italy

		Mercator, G.		19.6		1567		Flanders

		Organus, D.		30.1		1601		Germany

		Orontius		26.0		1542		France

		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		150		Egypt

		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		1463		Germany

		Schonerus, I.		20.8		1536		Germany





priority

		Sorted by Priority

		Year		Name		Longitude		Where

		150		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		Egypt

		1463		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		Germany

		1530		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		Belgium

		1536		Schonerus, I.		20.8		Germany

		1542		Ortonius		26.0		France

		1567		Mercator, G.		19.6		Flanders

		1567		Clavius, C.		26.5		Germany

		1578		Brahe, T.		21.5		Denmark

		1582		Maginus, A.		29.8		Italy

		1601		Organus, D.		30.1		Germany

		1605		Iansonius, G.		17.7		Flanders

		1610		Argelius, A.		28.0		Italy





langrent

		Langren data: sorted by Longitude

		Longitude		name		Year		where

		17.7		G. Ianfonius		1501		Flanders

		19.6		G. Mercator		1567		Flanders

		20.8		I. Schonerus		1536		Germany

		21.1		P. Lantsbergius		1530		Belgium

		21.5		T. Brahe		1578		Denmark

		25.4		I. Regiomontanus		1471		Germany

		26		Orontius		1542		France

		26.5		C. Clavius		1567		Germany

		27.7		C. Ptolomeus		150		Egypt

		28		A. Argelius		1541		Italy

		29.8		A. Maginus		1582		Italy

		30.1		D. Organus		1601		Germany

		Sorted by Longitude

		Name		Longitude		Year		where

		Ianfonius, G.		17.7		1501		Flanders

		Mercator, G.		19.6		1567		Flanders

		Schonerus, I.		20.8		1536		Germany

		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		1530		Belgium

		Brahe, T.		21.5		1578		Denmark

		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		1471		Germany

		Orontius		26		1542		France

		Clavius, C.		26.5		1567		Germany

		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		150		Egypt

		Argelius, A.		28		1541		Italy

		Maginus, A.		29.8		1582		Italy

		Organus, D.		30.1		1601		Germany

		Sorted by Priority

		Year		Name		Longitude		where

		150		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		Egypt

		1471		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		Germany

		1501		Ianfonius, G.		17.7		Flanders

		1530		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		Belgium

		1536		Schonerus, I.		20.8		Germany

		1541		Argelius, A.		28		Italy

		1542		Orontius		26		France

		1567		Mercator, G.		19.6		Flanders

		1567		Clavius, C.		26.5		Germany

		1578		Brahe, T.		21.5		Denmark

		1582		Maginus, A.		29.8		Italy

		1601		Organus, D.		30.1		Germany






longutude

		Sorted by Longitude

		Longitude		Name		Year		Where

		17.7		G. Iansonius		1605		Flanders

		19.6		G. Mercator		1567		Flanders

		20.8		I. Schonerus		1536		Germany

		21.1		P. Lantsbergius		1530		Belgium

		21.5		T. Brahe		1578		Denmark

		25.4		I. Regiomontanus		1463		Germany

		26.0		Orontius		1542		France

		26.5		C. Clavius		1567		Germany

		27.7		C. Ptolomeus		150		Egypt

		28.0		A. Argelius		1610		Italy

		29.8		A. Maginus		1582		Italy

		30.1		D. Organus		1601		Germany





authority

		Sorted by Authority

		Name		Longitude		Year		Where

		Argelius, A.		28.0		1610		Italy

		Brahe, T.		21.5		1578		Denmark

		Clavius, C.		26.5		1567		Germany

		Iansonius, G.		17.7		1605		Flanders

		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		1530		Belgium

		Maginus, A.		29.8		1582		Italy

		Mercator, G.		19.6		1567		Flanders

		Organus, D.		30.1		1601		Germany

		Orontius		26.0		1542		France

		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		150		Egypt

		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		1463		Germany

		Schonerus, I.		20.8		1536		Germany





priority

		Sorted by Priority

		Year		Name		Longitude		Where

		150		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		Egypt

		1463		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		Germany

		1530		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		Belgium

		1536		Schonerus, I.		20.8		Germany

		1542		Ortonius		26.0		France

		1567		Mercator, G.		19.6		Flanders

		1567		Clavius, C.		26.5		Germany

		1578		Brahe, T.		21.5		Denmark

		1582		Maginus, A.		29.8		Italy

		1601		Organus, D.		30.1		Germany

		1605		Iansonius, G.		17.7		Flanders

		1610		Argelius, A.		28.0		Italy





langrent

		Langren data: sorted by Longitude

		Longitude		name		Year		where

		17.7		G. Ianfonius		1501		Flanders

		19.6		G. Mercator		1567		Flanders

		20.8		I. Schonerus		1536		Germany

		21.1		P. Lantsbergius		1530		Belgium

		21.5		T. Brahe		1578		Denmark

		25.4		I. Regiomontanus		1471		Germany

		26		Orontius		1542		France

		26.5		C. Clavius		1567		Germany

		27.7		C. Ptolomeus		150		Egypt

		28		A. Argelius		1541		Italy

		29.8		A. Maginus		1582		Italy

		30.1		D. Organus		1601		Germany

		Sorted by Longitude

		Name		Longitude		Year		where

		Ianfonius, G.		17.7		1501		Flanders

		Mercator, G.		19.6		1567		Flanders

		Schonerus, I.		20.8		1536		Germany

		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		1530		Belgium

		Brahe, T.		21.5		1578		Denmark

		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		1471		Germany

		Orontius		26		1542		France

		Clavius, C.		26.5		1567		Germany

		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		150		Egypt

		Argelius, A.		28		1541		Italy

		Maginus, A.		29.8		1582		Italy

		Organus, D.		30.1		1601		Germany

		Sorted by Priority

		Year		Name		Longitude		where

		150		Ptolomeus, C.		27.7		Egypt

		1471		Regiomontanus, I.		25.4		Germany

		1501		Ianfonius, G.		17.7		Flanders

		1530		Lantsbergius, P.		21.1		Belgium

		1536		Schonerus, I.		20.8		Germany

		1541		Argelius, A.		28		Italy

		1542		Orontius		26		France

		1567		Mercator, G.		19.6		Flanders

		1567		Clavius, C.		26.5		Germany

		1578		Brahe, T.		21.5		Denmark

		1582		Maginus, A.		29.8		Italy

		1601		Organus, D.		30.1		Germany
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The first graph in context

From van Langren (1644), The Truth 
about Longitude for Sea and Land.

Patronage:
• Credentials: I am your chief 

mathematician & cosmographer
• Problem: Navigation at sea is most 

important problem for you to 
prosper. Many others have studied 
this, without success.

• Demonstration: I show the great 
errors from all previous scholars. 

• Supplication: I have a solution, if you 
will grant me the magnificent awards 
you have given to others, less worthy  
than I am.

What was he thinking?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here it is in context, from the first page of his 1644 publication... The Truth about Longitude for Sea and Land...



1700-1799: New graphic forms

1701: Isogon map, 
lines of equal 
magnetic declination 
– Edmund Halley

1765: Historical 
time line (life 
spans of famous 
people) Joseph 
Priestley

1782: First 
topographical 
map- Marcellin du 
Carla-Boniface

1786: Bar chart, line graphs of economic data-
William Playfair

Mapping the invisible, inventing new ways to visualize history & information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 18th century witnessed the initial germination of the seeds of visualization, planted earlier. Map-makers began to try to show more than just geographical position--- the beginnings of thematic mappings of physical quantities, and new graphic forms were invented.
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1701: Halley’s isogonic map of magnetic declination

Murray, L. L., & Bellhouse, D. R. (2017). How Was Edmond Halley’s Map of Magnetic Declination (1701) 
Constructed? Imago Mundi, 69(1), 72–84. https://doi.org/10.1080/03085694.2017.1242841 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Edmund Halley took two scientific voyages to map deviations of the compass from true North and prepared perhaps the first data-based contour map of an invisible quantity.  It looks so rich in detail – lines of equal declination at 1 degree intervals.But how did he do it?His data were extraordinarily thin – for the entire map he had only 170 observations.His method was an extraordinary feat of interpolation and imputation.

https://doi.org/10.1080/03085694.2017.1242841


1800-1849: Beginning of modern data graphics

1801: Pie chart, 
circle graph 
invented- William 
Playfair

1819: First modern 
statistical map (illiteracy 
in France)- Charles 
Dupin

1844:  variable-
width, divided bars, 
area ~ cost of 
transport- C. J. 
Minard

1843: Wind-rose (polar coordinates)- L. Lalanne

An age of data, and enthusiasm for graphics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the first half of the 19th C, we see an explosive growth in the development of new graphic forms, in statistical graphics and thematic cartography.It was also the beginning of widespread collection of data, and a period of great enthusiasm for data graphics. 
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Egypt

Rome

Greece

USA

England

France

1500 BCE 1800

Ancient 
states

Wealth & 
Commerce

1805: Visualizing the rise and fall of civilizations from ancient times to the present-
William Playfair, An Inquiry Into the Permanent Causes of the Decline and Fall of 
Powerful and Wealthy Nations

Modern 
states

Historical 
events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Playfair was far more complex in his interests than just charts of economic data. Here he tries to depict the rise and fall of great nations and speculate about their causes.This graphic form is now called a ridgeline plot and is widely used to compare a collection of data distributions.



1821: Bar chart and line graph showing three time series: Price of wheat,  
weekly wages and reigning monarch over a 250+ year span- William 
Playfair, Letter on our Agricultural Distresses…

monarch

price of 
wheat

wages

George IV

1565 1820

Elizabeth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seeking relations:Playfair wanted to compare wages (of a good mechanic) and prices.  The gap between the two draws the eye, as does the volatility of the price of wheat compared with the stability of wages.  The steep increase at the end of the 18th C corresponds to the American Revolution.
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1826: The 1st choropleth map, showing the distribution of literacy in 
France – Baron Charles Dupin, Carte figurative de l’instruction populaire 
de la France

Social variables became:
• visual
• subject to scientific

discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another signal event was the first thematic map of a social variable – literacy in France – by Baron Charles Dupin.
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Before the invention of correlation, maps of different phenomena allowed thinking about 
relations among  disparate social variables [Darker = WORSE]

1832: Multivariate, comparative maps of social phenomena, idea of social 
laws, akin to those of physics – André-Michel Guerry, La Statistique Morale 
de la France
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1850-1900: Golden Age

1855: Dot map of disease 
data (cholera)- John Snow

1879: Stereogram (3D 
population pyramid)- Luigi 
Perozzo

1896: Area rectangles 
on a map to display 
two variables and 
their product- Jacques 
Bertillon

1884: Recursive multi-
mosaic on a map-
Emile Cheysson

Broad St. pump

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My favorite period is the last half of the 19th C --- a period I call the Golden Age of Statistical Graphics.There were many innovations in data collection, technology & visual thinking that contributed to produce some of the most exquisite statistical maps and diagrams – the Perfect Storm for data vis.
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Guerry (1864): General causes of crime

Entries: Codes for factors
• Pop: (% Irish, domestics, …)
• Criminality: (male, young, …)
• Religion (Anglicans, dissenters, …)

Plate XVII: Guerry’s magnum opus

Cr
im

es
 (r

an
ke

d)

English counties (ranked on each)

murder
rape

max min

bigamy

arson
High pop. 
density

Curve of neg. 
association

Curve of pos. 
association

Goal:
• Show multivariate factors 
associated with distribution of 
crimes of various type
• Before invention of correlation

Guerry, A.-M. (1864). Statistique morale de 
l'Angleterre comparée avec la statistique morale de 
la France 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guerry worked for the rest of his career on the analysis of moral statistics, enlisting the help of William Farr to obtain similar data for England.His last work was a comparative study of trends over 30 years and the statement of “analytical statistics” to go beyond simple description.The last plate in this volume is his attempt to discern general causes or associations with crime. Understanding these “curves of association” was the subject of Antoine’s last paper



Galton (1863): Discovery of weather

40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I said earlier, there is a story behind every image in the history of data visualization, so I’d like to take a few moments to relate the work of Francis Galton in the discovery of weather patterns that now underly all modern maps of the weather.It is not too far a stretch to claim this as the best example of a scientific discovery achieved almost entirely through graphical means– something that was totally unexpected, and purely the product of his use of remarkably novel high-dimensional graphs.
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Data: recordings of barometric 
pressure, wind dir/speed, rain, 
temp., cloud: 3x/day, 50 
weather stations in Europe.

Method: All weather stations 
across Europe asked to record 
data 3x/day for all of Dec., 1861

Graphic analysis: 3x31=93 maps, 
each with multivariate glyphs 
showing all variables

Visual ideas:
• Iconic symbols
• Multivariate glyphs (stamps!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1860, Galton set out a campaign to gather weather data from all weather stations, lighthouses and observatories across Europe, enlisting the aid of >300 observers.  
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Visual abstraction → Patterns
How to see patterns of geographical variation over time?
• Iconic symbols on a geographical grid 
• “Small multiples:” separate graphs laid out for direct comparison

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, how could he see the relations of different weather variables and understand how they varied over space and changed over time?An initial step was reduce the map of Europe to a grid, and show what was happening there by iconic symbols.Making these small, and composing them side-by-side in small multiples allowed him to begin to see these patterns of variation in space and time.
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The large picture → Insight

Pattern: 
Low pressure (black) in 
early Dec. → CCW wind

High pressure (red) in late 
Dec. → CW wind

Graphic: 3x3x31 grid, 
mapping {pressure, wind/ 
rain, temperature} x {AM, 
12, PM} x day {1:31}

pressure

wind, rain

temp.

AM PM12

(try this with your software!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Putting these together, he saw a pattern …
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Visual insight → Theory

Visual insight from 93 (3x31) high-
D graphs:
• Changes in wind dir w/ pressure 
over time
• → Winds revolve inwardly 
(CCW) in low pressure areas– as in 
a cyclone;
• → revolve outwardly (CW) in 
high pressure areas– “anti-
cyclone”

Theory:

• Explained by Dove’s ‘Law of 
Gyration’

• Prediction: reversed pattern 
(CW/CCW)  in southern 
hemisphere – confirmed!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this he saw that there were two different patterns in the relation of barometric pressure to wind direction



1900-1950: Modern Dark Ages

45

1904: Maunder “butterfly diagram” 
– discovery of sunspot cycles

1913: Moseley discovers atomic number, 
predicts new elements

1913: WC Brinton, pictograms 1924: Otto Neurath, ISOTYPE 
method

1900: WEB DuBois, Paris Expo, 
“American Negro” 1934: Harry Beck, Usability map of 

London underground

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I refer to the 1st half of the 20th C as the “Modern Dark Ages” of statistical graphics, largely because there were no essential innovations in method or techniques.Yet this period is remarkable:Several important scientific discoveries, based largely on data graphicsPopularization of graphical methods in textbooks (Brinton), popular culture (Neurath), public expositions (DuBois), and in info-design for usability



Statistical historiography: History as data

46

Historical information, suitably organized can be treated as data, and analyzed.
This plot shows a smoothed frequency distribution of 248 milestones items over time, 
in relation to the named time periods.

events

smooth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In compiling the items collected for the Milestones Project I realized that one could treat history as data



Statistical historiography

47

Additional features may be suggested when milestones items are classified by 
location, type (map, graph, technology…) or content (geography, human, …)



Classify by content & type?

48
Friendly et al (2015), The Milestones Project: A Database for the History of Data Visualization, 
https://www.datavis.ca/papers/MilestonesProject.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can we study shifts in emphasis on the topic or type of data visualization?At best this is murky, because we don’t have an entire corpus.Nonetheless, some ideas may be suggested where we see clusters of events.

https://www.datavis.ca/papers/MilestonesProject.pdf


Problems of statistical historiography
• What “counts” as a milestone?
 Scope of time & space

• Milestones Project largely Western, but many other things from 
the Asian & Arab worlds

• Main focus on <2000. How should recent developments be 
counted?

 Who gets credit?
• Stigler’s Law of Eponomy:  “No scientific discovery is named after 

its original discoverer.” – Fourier transform (Laplace), Cauchy 
distribution (Poisson), …

• “First chasing”: Innovations often developed earlier under a looser 
definition, or better later under a stricter one

49



Who invented the bar chart?

50

1786: The first bar chart? Wm 
Playfair, Commercial & Political 
Atlas

1752--1770: Phillipe Buache, 
charts of high/low water on the 
Seine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an example many people credit Playfair with the invention of the bar chart, in his Commercial & Political Atlas of 1786.Yet, the geographer & cartographer Phillipe Buache had used the same idea some 20 years earlier to chart the high and low water levels along the SeineSimilarly, Florence Nightingale is credited with the radial diagram, but an earlier use is traced to Andre-Michel Guerry



Understanding through reproduction

• “Re-Visioning”: See again, possibly from a new perspective
 Historical maps & graphs were created using available data, methods, 

technology & knowledge at the time

• We can often learn much of the intellectual & scientific 
questions by a re-analysis from a modern perspective
 Sometimes, we find errors, gain new insights or appreciation
 Sometimes, we come up short because software tools can’t compete 

with the artistic beauty of hand-drawn graphics

51

Friendly, M. (2002). Visions and re-visions of Charles Joseph Minard. Journal of Educational 
and Behavioral Statistics, 27, 31–52. https://doi.org/10.3102/10769986027001031 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a statistician, I want to try to understand the process.In 2002 I started a challenge for people to try to re-vision Minard’s iconic map of the fate of Napoleon’s Grand Armee

https://doi.org/10.3102/10769986027001031


ExPlayfair: Wheat & wages

Playfair designed this graph to show that workers were best off in recent 
years, comparing prices to wages.  Is this what you see?

Price of 
wheat

Wages

Monarch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What this graph shows directly is quite different than Playfair’s intension – It appears that wages remained relatively stable, while the price of wheat varied greatly.The inference that wages increased relative to prices is not visually compelling.



Playfair re-visited

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We cannot resist the temptation to give Playfair a helping hand here – by graphing the ratio of wages to prices (labor cost of wheat).But this would not have occurred to Playfair, because the idea of relating one time series to another by ratios (index numbers) would not occur for another half-century (Jevons).



Re-visioning John Snow

54

Original (highlighted) Density contours (MF) Nearest pump polygons 
(Scott Hicks)

Interactive, 3D (Ken Fields) From the air (Leah Meisterling)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, in social media there have been other challenges to re-vision other iconic works in the history of data vis, most recently from the John Snow Society.Here are just a few entries I found interesting…



Graphic Heroes
• Real historians may disdain the idea of “heroes,” but 

telling their stories:
 Makes history come alive
 Makes their work accessible to a modern audience
 → Opportunities for discoveries of influences, similarities, …

• Some Chevalier heroes:
 Michael Florent van Langren: the first statistical graph
 Charles Joseph Minard: “the best graphic ever produced”
 William Playfair: the father of modern graphics
 André-Michel Guerry: the birth of modern social science
 Etienne-Jules Marey: the Graphic Method
 Florence Nightingale: data & graphs for social change
 Emma Willard: visualizing history

55

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another topic I’d like to relate concerns telling the stories of some heroes of data visualization …



56https://infowetrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Minard-catalog.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In studying the graphic work of someone like Minard, it is useful to have some tools or schema for organizing images to find patterns, themesIn 2017, RJ created an interactive timeline of Minard’s works, organized by time and the subject matter of a graphic.

https://infowetrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Minard-catalog.pdf
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Retires

Visual 
explanation

Flow maps as 
visual tools

How to charge for passengers & 
goods on Canal du Centre?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It provides a protype for thinking about and understanding the path he took to create the famous March on Moscow graphicWe can think about how his graphic ideas developed …



The Complete Minard

58

The catalog of Minard’s work begun by 
Palsky is now available in Sandra 
Rendgen’s The Minard System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Gilles Palsky to RJ the work on appreciating and understanding the contributions of C. J. Minard has been completed with Sandra Rendgen’s The Minard System.



Touching Minard
59Paul Kahn, Touching Minard https://medium.com/nightingale/touching-minard-6398274e07ef 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those among you who have had the good fortune to explore original sources in collections of historical maps and charts in great libraries such as the Rumsey will know the thrill of touching (with gloves!) some of the fantastic works we dream and write about.Paul Kahn, an Information Designer now at Northeastern Univ in Boston, describes a visit he made in 2020 to view the originals of Minard’s complete Tableaux Graphiques et Cartes Figuratives at the École des Ponts in Paris.I had made a journey there

https://medium.com/nightingale/touching-minard-6398274e07ef
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
E.J. Marey first reproduced Minard’s celebrated depiction of Napoleon’s Grand Armee, saying it “defied the pen of the historian in its brutal eloquence”But later historians of datavis, including Funkhouser & Tufte were led to see this as a work in isolation.Seeing this together, with a parallel portrayal of the fate of Hannibal’s campaign against Roman forces makes clear Minard’s intention.In Minard’s obituary, his son-in-law, Victor Chevallier said:“inspires bitter reflections on the cost to humanity of the madness of conquerors and the merciless thirst of military glory”



RJ’s Trilogy

61

These three volumes from RJ Andrews’ 
Visionary Press break new ground in 
telling the stories of some graphic 
heroes

Insights:
• Nightingale’s “team”, antecedents 

& early drafts of the famous radial 
diagram

• Marey: A rich context for 
understanding modern roots of 
graphic representation in maps, 
charts

• Willard: Visualizing history, maps, 
charts of chronography, education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my celebration of Chevaliers, I should also mention RJ’s work with others here today, to write new histories of some of our graphic heroes. …
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The well-knowns – celebrated in their lifetimes, detailed biographies, public 
recognition of where they lived and were buried

Friendly & Les Chevaliers (2020), https://bit.ly/3lvIcAo 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chevalier work is not always accomplished with white gloves in great libraries or sleuthing for images in archives. Sometimes it calls for ghoulish sleuthing in burial records and cemeteries.This story began with a contrast -- that some of our heroes were so well-known, there were public memorials in their time, plaques on walls where they lived, flowers at their burial sites.

https://bit.ly/3lvIcAo
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Les inconnues – heroes under-appreciated in their times, whose personal 
history and final resting places are unknown

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, les inconnues – those who made great contributions to data vis history, but were less well-connected in their times, and whose personal history beckons our Chevalier sleuths-- can still be discovered.



Finding Minard

• Very little of Minard’s personal life is 
known
 Family? Friends?
 Where did he live?
 Where was he buried?

• Antoine discovered an obscure notice 
of one of Minard’s works listing “chez 
l’auteur, 38 ru du Bac”

• Connections with Playfair, Guerry?
 Perhaps Minard entertained Playfair there?
 A-M. Guerry found to have lived 123 Boul. 

St. Michel, 5eme

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I only have time for one brief anecdote: The search for Minard’s Tomb.



Minard’s Tomb

65

Discovery of Minard’s 
tomb in Montparnasse 
Cemetery, Paris.

Celebrated June 5, 
2017

Celebrate #MinardDay 
on his birthday, Mar. 
27

MF                                                     Gilles Palsky

Jean-Pierre Airey-Jouglard          Antoine de Falguerroles             

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further detective work put us in touch with Jean-Pierre Airey-Jouglard, the un-official historian of Montparnasse.In a benign act of vandalism, we planted a marker ..



Minard & Guerry in Montparnasse

66

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a footnote, we also discovered that Andre-Michel Guerry, Minard’s near neighbor in life, was also buried in Montparnasse.There are still many connections among their acquaintances to be explored:English: Playfair, William Farr, Charles Babbage, W.S. Jevons, Minard: L.L. Lallanne, Emile Cheysson, …Guerry: Wm Farr, Laplace, Condorcet, Villarme, …
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Album de statistique graphique
• Published by the Statistical Graphics Bureau, Ministry of Public Works, 

Émile Cheysson, director
• 18 volumes: 1879-1899, 12—34 plates each, ~ 11”x15” pages
• Graphic forms:

 Flow maps (simple, double, multi)
 Pie maps, star, radial, polar time-series, proportional circles
 Mosaic maps, anamorphic maps, planetary diagrams
 Choropleth, bi-polar scales
 Charts: line, bar, time-series

• Pinnacle of the Golden Age:  exquisite sampler of all known graphic 
forms!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In closing this talk, I’d like to return to the Albums de Statistique Graphique, of which we heard from Gilles this morning, and which started my fascination with the history of data visualization.There were of course other album series – US, Switzerland, Latvia, Romania, …



ASG now online: David Rumsey

68

All volumes, https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/nl72bu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now fortunate that all of the Albums de Statistique Graphique have been digitized by David Rumsey, cataloged and placed online

https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/nl72bu
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that the Albums are all digitized it is possible to study their graphical techniques and design. They can still inspire us today with their range of technique



Graphic details
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“God is in the details” – Ludwig Mies van 
der Rohe

Map embeddings; 
hachures; fonts, color palettes, …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Close examination of these reveals details that graphic designers could well try to emulate today.
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Text-on-maps

• Maps as data?
• New tools for historical 

analysis?
• What more is needed?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One exciting recent development in Rumseyland is text-on-maps, allowing search for words and phrases on a reasonably large corpus of images in the Rumsey collection.I’m not exactly sure how I would use this, but it points to the emergence of new tools for historical analysis of maps and images.



Golden Lessons
• What are the lessons for the future?
• Phenomena, not numbers or simply pretty pictures
 Playfair, Guerry, Minard, Galton, etc. all developed new graphic forms 

to show phenomena of deep interest: 
• balance of trade, rates of crime, patterns in weather data, …

• 1st lesson: data visualization today should have a similar focus

72

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me end with some lessons from the Golden Age of data graphics …Playfair, Guerry … show phenomena of deep interest1st lesson: data viz should have similar focuse.g., charts of COVID by data journalists like John Burn Murdoch developed new techniques
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Golden Lessons: Graphical Impact
• Impact: Early ideas
 Playfair, Guerry:  data should “speak to the eyes”
 Minard, Lalanne: allow “calculation by the eyes”
 Nightingale: graphs should speak to the heart and mind, influence 

public policy & practice

• Graphical impact (Tukey, 1990): Interoccular traumatic test
 Interocularity: the message hits you between the eyes
 Immediacy: it hits you fast
 Inescapability: it is hard to avoid the message

• 2nd lesson: strive for visual impact in graphs and tables
 God is in the details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A second lesson concerns graphical impact – that wow feeling when you look at a majestic map or graph
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Golden Lessons: Expressive power
• Hand-made graphics were often beautiful but entailed much 

sweat and hard work.
• Today: software→ ease of use vs. expressive power
• Theories of graphics → graphic “languages”
 Bertin: Semiology of graphics
 Wilkinson: Grammar of Graphics

• Wickham: ggplot2 R package, tidyverse

 In all: the devil is in the details!
• 3rd lesson: continue to reduce the distance between a graphic 

idea and appearance on screen or paper.

minimize
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Conclusions

• Dataviz today still has new domains to conquer
• Must remember the deep roots:
 Cartography
 Statistical theory
 Data collection
 Visual thinking
 Technology

• The Golden Age:
 Qualitatively distinct, deserves recognition
 Works of unparalleled beauty & scope
 Statistical graphics had a purpose: tell a story, inform decision
 Provides lessons for today and tomorrow

The only new thing… is the history you don’t know – Harry Truman

All combined to give insightful 
views of data

Each area fed from, and 
nourished the others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion, my study of the history of data visualization has taught me several things, but among these---



Thank you!

Ask me anything
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Further info:

https://datavis.ca

@datavisFriendly

(Photo mosaic  of history of dataviz)

http://datavis.ca/
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